#1
This watercolor is based on a
photograph that I took of the spillway
at the Columbia Road dam. I usually
take certain photos specifically to
become paintings, so most of the work
of composition happens in the camera.
I draw the rough aspects of the image
on 300# Fabriano Artistico Hot Press
watercolor paper. The first washes
usually are either underpainting for
darker colors or the lightest colors in
the eventual painting. Note that I
utilize a rough grid to transfer the
proportions of the reference photo to
the paper. I also double check the
vanishing point of the spillway wall to
insure accurate perspective. If I can
get the primary features of the image
to be somewhat accurate, the rest of
the drawing can be more relaxed, and
mistakes do not become obvious.

#2
Here I am continuing to block out
areas of trees and grass with underpaint. As I map out general areas of
color, I can free myself of the pencil
drawing. The sludge accumulation will
be one of the lighter parts of the
painting, so I establish its value early
in the process. Because watercolor is
unforgiving when it comes to
establishing values, I am keen to
protect parts of the painting that will
be lighter than their surroundings. I
don’t use white paint, instead, the
white of the paper has to do the work.
I begin to apply darker paint to the
shade side of the spillway wall and
the darker parts of the foreground
detail. The light-colored areas in the
water nearest the sludge will become
light dots when the sky reflections in
the foreground are darkened.

#3
Here I continue to apply dark values
to the foreground elements. I paint
around the lighter ivy leaves to
create a sense of high contrast
detail which helps the foreground to
appear closer to the observer. Much
of the detail in the reference photo
is eliminated for the sake of clarity in
the painting. I do not have the
temperament or the patience to
paint photo-realistically, as so much
of my work as a painter has to do
with interpreting the whole image
and its emotional impact with the
tools and outlook that I have. Colorwise, I am introducing rusty red to
contrast with the predominance of
greens in the image. Not much red is
required to do this; however, it needs
to show up at occasional locations.

#4
Now the fun part begins. The addition
of the darkest darks includes the
deepest shadows across the creek,
the interurban bridge, and the
reflections of the trees and bushes
that anchor the left side of the
painting. I also darken the
foreground sky reflections to reveal
various floating leaves and debris
which show up in the reflection of the
dark side of the spillway wall. At this
point, I decide to break my artificial
boundary with a piece of spillway
equipment in the lower right. This
keeps the white boundary ambiguous
enough to play a more prominent
role in the painting. The white paper
is invited as an active participant in
the whole of the work and avoids the
problem of the painting looking like it
is just sitting on the paper like a
collage.

#5
As the final image emerges, I add
some reddish washes to the trees and
bridge reflection. These reds connect
visually to the reds in the foreground
and tie the parts of the painting
together. Much of the darker overpainting happens right at the end of
the process and secures the strength
of the originally conceived
composition. As the reflections of
trees across the creek darken, the sky
reflected in the creek magically
brightens, coming to life.

